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107.3 BBT BIDS OFF THEIR OWN “CHAIR” FOR CHARITY 

Raises $4500 for the Central Virginia Food Bank 

     

 

RICHMOND, VA - Due to the Governor of Illinois’s attempt to sell Barack Obama's 

Senate seat, 107.3 BBT (WBBT-FM) recently decided to sell its own DJ Seat! Listeners 

could call in or email their bids and the one with the highest bid won a chance to come 

into the studios and help host either the morning show or afternoon show. The result: 

$4500 was raised between the top 2 bidders and the money will go towards the Central 

Virginia Food Bank.  

 

"Our friends at 1073 BBT have demonstrated once again that the Central Virginia Food 

Bank couldn't do what we do without such caring supporters,” said Kim Bridges of 

CFVB. “Their efforts on the air and behind the scenes will not only feed others at this 

crucial time, they will also raise awareness about local hunger and what we each can do 

to help our neighbors in need.  We're grateful for the kindness and generosity of the BBT 

team and their positive impact on hunger relief in our community." 

 

Rusty Mann of Rusty’s Welding Service made the highest bid of $2500, which won him 

a seat on afternoon drive personality Tony Booth’s show this past Friday. The second 

highest bidder, Ted Mintz of Wastewater Diversion Systems, made a bid of $2000 and sat 

in with morning show host OZONE. Both winners got to select music during the time 

they were on the air, intro the songs and talk about their businesses.  

 

“This started out to be something small and turned into something beneficial for the 

Central Virginia Food Bank”, said Russ DeVries, Market Manager for Main Line 

Broadcasting-Richmond, VA. “It’s great to see the people in the community care this 

much to donate their money to the Food Bank, especially during these trying times. We 

are just happy to be a part of it.” 
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